Journal articles


Page 388, n. 1: Remove ‘pp.’ and ‘p.’.


Page 103, line 28 (the line after the definition of preference): Remove ‘↔’.

Page 103, line 32 (the line after the definition of indifference): Remove ‘↔’.

Page 104, line 16 (the line after the definition of incommensuratenes): Remove ‘↔’.

Page 106, line 8 (the line after the definition of instability): Remove ‘↔’.

Page 106, line 13 (the line just before the quote): For ‘death’ read ‘Death’.

Page 149, n. 7: For ‘20077’ read ‘2007’.
Page 150, lines 2–3: For ‘you that’ read ‘that you’.
Page 150, line 3: For ‘the he’ read ‘he’.


Page 252, line 27: For ‘two’ read ‘three’.
Page 253, line 2: For ‘PP#- or PI#-preferences’ read ‘PP#-, PI#-, or IP#-preferences’
Page 253, definition of $PI^+$-transitivity: Remove the space in ‘transitivity :’.


Page 713, footnote 24: In line (1) of the Consequence Argument (agglomerative weak-fixity-of-the-past version), for $L \& P_0$ read $P_0 \& L$
Page 713, footnote 24: In line (4) of the Consequence Argument (agglomerative weak-fixity-of-the-past version), for $L \& P_0$ read $P_0 \& L$


Page 4 of advance print version, line 5: For ‘(B3) combined with (B6)’ read ‘(B1), (B3), and (B6) combined’
Page 13 of advance print version, footnote 18, first line after the second quote in the footnote: For ‘as more’ read ‘as a more’.
Page 20 of advance print version, second line of the third paragraph: For ‘depend’ read ‘depends’.


Page 590, line 10: For ‘$a_1$-and-$a_4$’ read ‘$a_1$-and-$a_4$’.


Page 120, paragraph 4, line 1: For ‘§22that’ read ‘§22 that’.
Page 124, line 12: For ‘Lopston’ read ‘Loptson’.
Page 125, line 1: For ‘Lopston’ read ‘Loptson’.
Page 126, caption to Figure 1: For ‘by day’ read ‘by day and night’.


Page 594, footnote 23, line 3: For ‘1929’ read ‘1921’.
Page 594, footnote 25, line 1: For ‘149’ read ‘150’.


Throughout: Add space between the numerical values and the units. That is, ‘0 °C’ rather than ‘0°C’.
Page 70, the next-to-last line: Remove the comma after ‘however’.
Page 78, the third-to-last line: For ‘205’ read ‘205–227’.

Page 173, line 42: For ‘Foundation’ read ‘Fondation’.


Page 433, line 1 of abstract: For ‘small-improvement’ read ‘small-improvement argument’.

Page 439, line 14: For ‘. ]’ read ‘. ]’.

Page 440, line 15: For ‘indeterminate’ read ‘determinate’.


Page 473, footnote 26, line 4: For ‘Foundation’ read ‘Fondation’.


Page 295, paragraph 5, line 2: For ‘a one time’ read ‘at one time’.


Page 17, footnote 17, lines 4–5: For ‘Allais Preferences’ read ‘preferences of the kind in (8)’.

Page 16, footnote 25, line 6: For ‘kind’ read ‘kinds’.


Page 9, line 18: For ‘that there it’ read ‘that it’.

Page 17, line 16: For ‘person living’ read ‘person living it’.

Page 17, line 27: For ‘bad level’ read ‘bad levels’.

Page 26, line 15: For ‘should’ read ‘shouldn’t’.


Page 491, line 13: For ‘Collège’ read ‘Collège’.
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